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A sustainable future - a theological post-script 

Being raised in a Reformed family in the roaring sixties of the last century, the fifth 
of the Ten Commandments has left me with mixed feelings. 'Honour thy father and 
thy mother' (Exodus 20: 12) was used in church and at home, in and out of season, to 
prevent rebellious youngsters to emerge from their parents' authority. Children should 
not strive for independence and autonomy, but obey their parents, was the message. 
The fifth commandment was considered as a legitimization of the contested authority 
of educators in the nuclear family. 

Recent exegesis of the Ten Commandments, however, clearly takes distance from 
this interpretation. Actually, the focus of the fifth cornmandment is not on parental 
authority but on filial du ties for elderly parents. 'The command .. . is not about the 
obligation of (young) children to submit to parental authority, but is directed to adult 
persons, those who in the patriarchal society are family heads. They, the (oldeSl) sons, 
when their parents have relinquished authority, and are no langer able to look after 
themselves, must provide them with food, clothing and shelter · • • and after their death 

give them an honourable burial'1 (p. Slff). 

Difficult care 
Th B"bl . d" tes that in ancient lsrael 

e prominence of care for elderly people in the 1 e m ica h ell-known 
tl lderly abuse was suc a w respect for the aged was often lacking. Apparen y, e . al • hment (compare 

phenomenon that it could be sanctioned only wilh cap'.t . pumsh as the Jews with E · t d oe1et1es suc ' 
xodus 21: 15, 17). So even within traditionally or~en : ld:rl eople is not an obvious 

clear reminiscences to an ancestor cult, honounng ydmp t to 'honor thy father 
d il th th omman en a Y practice. Oswald Loretz has argued at e c lt because it links the care 
and th h f the ancestor cu , 2 Y mot her' is an offshoot and an ec O O . f th land (see van der Toorn, 
for elderly people with the pro mise of the possession ° e 
P 378). 
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Be/ieving in life to the very end 

With the father and mother to be honoured, the fifth commandment points to 

the filial duties towards dependent and frail eider parents. Tuis rupture within the 

interpretation history was in particular induced by increased knowledge of other near 

Eastern texts, a biblical scholar writes' (p. 52). But probably the demographic shifts 

of the last century will also have made the exegetes receptive for this reinterpretation. 

Although from ancient times until far into the twentieth century parents hardly 

survived their adult children - the average lifespan in biblical times was around 45 

years for the better off; for the socially weak it was undoubtedly even less' - nowadays 

it has become quite common. 

With the increase in life expectancy also the number of extended three (or four)

generation families increases. While in earlier centuries the care for dependent parents 

was rare and seldom lasted for long, a gerontologist foresaw already 25 years ago, that 

'nowadays adult children provide more care and more difficult care to more parents 

over much Jonger periods of time than they did in the good old days') (p. 23). 

To.is means that many adult children are confronted with the question why and how 

they should care for and about their frail and dependent parents, and how far their help 

should go. In developing countries, it seemed fora long time that the 'providential state' 

could take away the adult children's worries, by providing sufficient state care. But only 

a minority (in the Netherlands about 6%) of elderly people ever lived in residential 

institutions. Neoliberalism and the global risk society increase the states' pressure on 

elderly people's own social network to provide them with the support that they need. 

But - as the fearful question, aften to be heard of how about the near future - will 

there be enough caring hands available? Due to the ongoing decline in birth rate, only 

having around one's own children in one's old age seems to guarantee - even in so

called individualized societies - a secure pension, as it was in biblical times and still 

may be in non-western cultures. Needless to say, in countries without a state pension 

and with a traditional farnily culture, the pressure on children to help their parents 

is much higher. Research among immigrant families in the Netherlands showed that 

parents consider it to be self-evident that their children take them, once grown old, 

to live with them in their homes - a thought with which they were socialized in their 

country ofbirth. Their children. however, bom and raised in an individualized culture, 

cannot meet that expectation and fee! caught in a double bind-◄ A feeling that probably 

is shared by adult children in many rapidly urbanizing and modernizing countries in 

the developing world. 

What do grown children owe their aged parents? In this chapter I want to describe 

and evaluate some visions on filial obligation, current in modern ethica! theory. The 

obligation reaches back into ancient biblical times. But why should children help their 

parents? Is it out of gratitude, love or because they are indebted to them? Or is it simply 

because they are their parents? What kind of assistance may parents justly expect their 

children to offer them? Are children also obliged to feed, dothe and nurture their 

parents and to take them home, as in ancien! biblical times, or is material or financial 
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support something that the broader community 

children restrict themselves to social and emoti·o oalr government should provide? Can 
n support? And h f; h ui . 

care reach? Should children allow themselves tob b · d ~w ar 5 o d fihal 
. e over- ur ened, In articul th 

care for a parent w1th dementia may ask much 100 
ch fr th · P . ar, e 

emotionally. May children be obligated to sacrifice th~u el o(mth . e~, physically and 

f h . rns ves e1r tune, theU" future) 
for the sake o t eu parents, even if these parents once sacrifi d th 

I 
f, 

children in their childhood? ce ernse ves or these 

Debt 

The Hebrew Bi bie motivates filial obligation with the argument that your father is your 

pr?creator (Proverbs 23: 2~) and that your mother carried you and gave birth to you 

(Strach 7:27f, Tobias 4: 4) The thought behind is that one should return some of the 

care and nourishment provided by the parents. Love is not mentioned as a motive'' 

(p. 55). The biblical narrative seems to support the so-called debt theory, the first, 

classica! model of filial obligation that I want to present here. Debt theory argues that 

children are in debt to their parents and that they are repaying them what they owe to 

them with their care. Your parents covered you with benefits when you were young and 

dependent on them. Now it is 'payback time'. 

Throughout history and quasi-universally, the debt theory is regarded as transparent 

and self-evident (forcefully imagined in the short film What is That by Constantin 

Pilavios-seeww\v.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=MijRS7myeBY). 

My own parents too, being poor in my early youth, implicitly expected at high age 

something 'back' from their two grown-up children. They sacrificed themselves to let 

us attend the best schools available. lt went without saying that their two sons, highly 

educated and relatively well to do, did something in return. 

The debt theory, balancing bene fits and favours, has a long history and is supported 

widely. lts evidence is, however, less convincing than it seems. Harry Moody retells a 

story about a mot her bird and her little baby bird, who rides on her mother's back while 

the mot her forages for food. One day the mother bird says to the baby bird, ·~aby bi~d, 

when you're a big bird and I'm old and frail, will you take me on your back JUS! as I m 

doing for you now?' And the baby replies, 'No,' mot_her, but when !;m a big bird, !'IJ 

carry my little baby bird on my back just as you re domg for me now (p. 22~)-_ h. 

The story indicates that reciprocity is not at the heart of lhe filial re allon~ 1~ · 

Parents and children do not relate in terms of do ut des. They do not enter ~ 
1 . al d t ge· 'lf I push your pram now, you \ 

re allonship in order to obtain mutu a van a · . did t k to be bom There 

later push my wheelchair.' A child can juSlly reply ~ at 
11 ~~ r~ationship. Fr~m the 

is . d f d tal asymmetry m a paren 
an msurmountable an un amen . . f f; t not voluntary associations. 

perspective of children, families are commumties O a _e, ci·ty 

B . 1 ality not rec1pro · 
etween parents and children there is mu u ' d dness and ongoing character 

D t for the open-en e h ) 
ebt theory also can not accoun ( d y suffer sometimes from t at : 

of filiat duties. A child will never be able to sa)' an ma 
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'Well, now it's enough - J paid off my debt: Some may call the adult son, visiting his 

mother once a month and claiming money for his petrol on the doorstep (a true story), 

a good merchant; we all will find him a bad son. 

The debt theory has other flaws too. It presupposes that it is the children who owe 

something to their parents, and not the other way around. Even if one continues to 

think intergenerational relationships within the framework of the balance of justice -

as the contextual therapy of Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy6 does - one has to admit that in 

the transgenerational bookkeeping of merits children come first: 'Reciprocal equity, 

the traditional framework for assessing justice among adults, fails as a guideline when 

it comes to the balance of the parent-child relatio nship. Every parent finds himself 

in an asymmetrically obliged position toward his newborn. The child has a source 

of unearned rights. Society does not expect him to repay the parent in equivalent 

benefits'6 (p. 55). Not all parents are ready to redeem their debt towards their children 

in promoting their human flourishing. Children are abandoned, neglected, exploited 

and abused. Also, some parents might 'in their time' have been heroes or saints, but 

no t every parent deserves to be proud of it. What, then, are children supposed to pay 

back? According to the debt theory they would simply have to turn their back on their 

parents, let alone care for them in their frail days. Within such a justice framework, 

the re can only be talk of forgiveness and hope of reconcil.iation, not of retribution. 

In addition, not all children <lid grow up more privileged than their parents. What 

can rich, well-to-do parents expect from their poor, h ighly charged children? Within 

the debt paradigm parents who did not 'deserve' it cannot require any assistance from 

their children. And how about 'effortless' parents, who simply enjoyed their parenthood 

and made only fun out of it? What are their 'merits' that should be paid back now? 

Despite its long tradition and apparent evidence, the debt theory meets a lot of 

problems. The parent-child relationship is richer and more complex than can be 

expressed within a juridical-economic language game of'give and take'. Filial obligations 

cannot be reduced toa book-keeping ofbenefits and compensations. 

Gratitude 

Ethicists looking for an alternative, more compatible with a more substantial descript ion 

of the parent- child relationship, carne up with a variance of the debt theory, the model 

of gratitude. The warm language of intimacy, care and love probably offers a better 

expression of what really goes on between two generations within one fam ily. Children 

do not 'owe' their parents anything. As Nagy rightly put it, intergenerational debts go 

in one direction, from the parent to the child. The latter's care for the former is only an 

expression of their feeling of gratitude towards their own parents. The debts - compare 

the young bird in the sto ry- are not 'paid back: but 'paid forward' in favouring the next 

generation. 

Good parents surround their children with love and care. They did this o ut of 

benevolence, not in order to receive something in return. Although their children do 

What do grown ch 1d 
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not owe them anything, they have a mora! obli . 
f · d d gation to show th •th 

feelings o grahtu e an appreciation. Imagin em WI gestures their 
. b d . b e someone who has . k d hi lw 

The act 1s eyon pnce, ut at least it is your moral d ns e s e for you. 

level of gratitude, by keeping in touch for exam 
I 

uty to demonstrate an appropriate 
. d f ' . p e, or sending flowers d ' 

their b1rth ays. I you exaggerate and want to pa 'b k' or a postcar 1or 

d h . Y ac too much they rtainl will 
be embarrasse : t at 1s not why he saved your life! ' ce Y 

However, the gratitude model has its flaws as weU bi 
d 1 , compara e to the debt model. 

First, the mo e presupposes that parents reaUy 'earned' ti'tud alth 
• h R gra e, ough often this 
1s not t e case. esent~ent often seems more justifiable than gratitude. 

Second, theemphas1son thefeelingofgratitudemayrightlytaketh filial el · hi 

f · ·d · l d . f e r ations p 
out o a J~n 1ca an econom1c ramework, but at the same time neglects an essential 

eleme_nt m the ~henomenology of the parent-child relationship. Filial duties are 

ex~enenced as d_1rect act~, not as ~e expression of a sentiment. Someone who helps 

a sick mother w1th dressmg or eatmg 1s not dealing with the analogy of sending a 

postcard or flowers: she or he helps because she or he feels obligated, even without any 

sentiment of gratitude. Caring for one's parents is not an instrumental illustration of an 

emotion, but an inevitable responsibility. 

Friendship 

The debt model being too juridical and the gratitude model too authoritarian, in 

order to escape the shortcomings of both the friendship model was developed. 'What 

do grown children owe their parents?' is the question with which Jane English/ the 

auctor intellectualis of this model, opens her seminal artide with the same title. 'J will 

contend that the answer is 'nothing' (p. 147), is her response. She argues that, although 

there are many things that children ought to do for their parents, it is inappropriate 

and misleading to describe them as things 'owed'. Parents' voluntary sacrifices tend to 

create love or 'friendship: rather than creating 'debts' to be 'repaid'. 'The dutie~ of grown 

children are those of friends and result from love between them and their parents, 

rather than being things owed in repayment for their early sacrificesr (p. _14ï). . 

To f:' d h ' d I d 'caUy breaks with the pre-modem tradition and 1ts 
. e nen s ip mo e ra i . th' k bi without an egalitarian 

patnarchal and hierarchical ethics, and 1t seems un m a e . d d ht 
. h h h Ids on an equal basis an a aug er 

society where parents and children s are ouse O • . 

f . d H vever desp1te 1ts trendy appearance, 
can say of her mother that she is her best nen · 0

' f 'h , 1 resented models 
• ffi , h h t omings O t e 1ormer y P · 
it o ers an attractive alternative 1or t e 5 or c . . .

6 
d by a reciprocal give and 

lt ack.nowledges that a parent-child relationsh1p is not typ1a:d accept what they need, 

take, but by mutuality. ' Friends offer what they canhgive d and friends are motivated 

w·th I t fbenetits exc ange ' ul 1 
1 out regard for the tota amoun s O t Hence, talking of"owing" is sing ar Y 

by love rather than by the prospect of repaymen · 

out of place in friendship'7 (p. 149). ffer a better discourse than the juridi~al 

The friendship idiom therefore seems to o ' th uniqueness oi the parent- ch1ld 
· t better 1or e 
Jargon of favours and debts. It accoun s 
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relationship than the impartial language of book-keepers and lawyers. Just as with 

friendship, the care for children requires an ethic of intimacy, instead of an ethic of 

strangers. Parents and children enter into a particular history wilh these specific parents, 

these specific children, just as friends enter a unique relationship. Of course, English 

knows that not all parents and children are friends. To her, however, friendship within 

the household is an ideal for which parents should strive in order to take, together 

with their children, advantage of, all along their life course. Toen and only then, does 

receiving and raising a child mean entering into a lifelong friendsh ip. 'The relationship 

between children and their parents sho11/d be one of friendship characterized by 

mutuality rather than one of reciprocal favors'7 (p. 151 , italics added). 

English does not consider friendship as an analogy of the parent-child relationship 

but as a descript ion of her utmost reality. In the ideal case, care for dependent parents 

is the obvious care for friends through thick and thin. The friendship has been more 

rewarding in earlier times, sure, but you don't let the other down now. Friends can 

count on each other. 'The parental argument, "You ought to do x because we did y for 

you;' should be replaced by, "We love you, and you will be happier if you do x;• or "We 

believe you love us, and anyone who loved us would do x."'7 (p. 153). The friendship 

model's strength is that it neither gives way to any pre-emptive rights of parents, nor puts 

unlimited and unconditional pressures on the children. Children cannot nor should 

provide all oftheir parents' needs. Love's knowledge develops a subtle balance in which 

the needs of the one are weighed against the abilities and resources of the other. And 

what a stranger can do (cleaning the house, medica! care, shopping/groceries) a friend 

does not need to do. Children who are befriended by their parents wil! rather offer 

socioemotional than material and/or financial support. Goodin8 proposed, because of 

the unique position of children towards their parents, an alternative need model: they 

are in the unique position to grasp and meet their parent's needs, as no one else. Their 

obligations are comparable to the one of the Good Samaritan towards the victim on the 

roadside. There are no alternatives. Families are fate communities. Not the question 

'should I help here?' is at stake, bul: how could I ever refuse to help? 'Jf one party is in a 

position of particular vulnerability to or dependency on another, the other has strong 

responsibilities to proleet the dependent party'8 (p. 39). Also this model turns out to be 

counterintuitive. Parents are something special, whereas the biblical narrative proposes 

an ethic between strangers (compare De Lange9). 

On second thought, the friendship model presents more than a superficial image 

of modern, non-authoritarian family life. Many adult children do experience, in the 

final years of their parents' lives, that they become close to each other, entering into a 

relationship with them as quasi equals. The friendship model is not intended to deciare 

small children in young families as the adults that they obviously are not, bul warns, 

the other way around, adult children against a paternalistic treatment of their mentally 

and physically weakened parents. Although in the final stage of their Jives a process of 

'parentification' might become inevitable and children and parents inverse their rolcs, 
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children should resist the temptation to t th . 
h . reat e1r parents hil 

respect t e1r autonomy. The friendship model em h . as a c d, but ought 10 

adults that both parents (literally 'coming of a ') Pd as12es the equality between the 

h h . ge an chi!dren (co · f 
are now to eac ot er. Even m cases when hard d . . mmg o age as well) 

ec1S1ons - a nurs" h 1 
for example - are to be taken with persuasion th . mg ome p acement, 

Moody,S IO0f.) ' ra er tban witb a free 'advice' (see 

Psychogerontologists describe how adult child aft . 

h 
ren, er a jilza/ crisis in which th 

have to learn to accept t eir parents' dependency and I tb . ey 

d . h 1. h o meet err need.s, even tually 
succee m t e accomp 1s ment of their filial tasks d ch ji/' 1 
maturity means to be willing to provide help volunt;ryant rea ' ldza I maturity. 'Filial 

h I h . o ones e er y parents and to 
actually e p t em, molivated by feelings of love and a sense of d ty •th 1 

. 
' · · 1 . . u , w1 out osmg 

ones autonomy m a rec1proca relat1onsh1p and in the context of a well-fun · -

family network'
10 

(p. 126). Filial maturity requires, from both parents and :~':~ 

res~ect ~or their mut~al autonomy: parents should not be over-demanding towards 

the1r ch1ldren, and ch1ldren m the1r turn should support their parent voluntary, and 

not because they fee! forced to it. 

However, despite its merits, the friendship model also encounters dear limits. What 

does it teil about parents and children? Are they a majority? Who, for whatever reason, 

cannot be friends (anymore)? English's answer is by far reassuring. Just as in a genuine 

friendships is the case, 'what children ought to do for their parents (and parents for 

their children) depends on ... the extent to which there is an ongoing friendship 

between them'' (p. I 51 ). Tuis restrictive condition is not only threatening for pareots 

too dependent on their children, but also counterintuitive. 

It is not helpful to reinterpret the friendship model as Dixon 11 proposes - by saying 

that parents and children do not need to be real friends, but should consider each other 

only as friends. Even when the parent-child relationship functions as an ana/ogy of 

friendship, after a friendship ends, the duties of friendship ends. However, there is a 

fundamental difference between parenthood and friendship: friends are chosen (and 

sometimes left behind) voluntary, whereas parents are a lifelong destiny, even if one 

feels condemned to them. In this respect, the parent-child relationship is incomparable 

and irreducible to other relat ionships. . 

A second flaw in the friendship model is the flipside of its powerful anracuveness. 

It rightly abandons traditional patriarchy, but suggests too much equahty beh~een 

parents and children. Parents come first , they precede their children. As generatwns 

h , [ · J character of h1s relat1onsh1p 
1 ey follow each other in time. The heteronomous sic . . . h 
t h th u f the few theolog1cal eth 10s ts w o 
o t em has now ceased: writes Karl Bar - one O . h. h frarnework of an 

tak h h'ld 'th their parents wit m t e 
es t e relationship of adult c I ren wi . . _ about the adult child. 'But 

exegesis of the fifth commandment mto consideratwn 
I 

bly nearest to him and 

the h · their way are irrep acea 
Y remain the fellow-men w o 111 . 'h ordneten J\litmenschenj'1' 

are given precedence over him' 1 sie bleiben dithe \ ~ vo~ep of generations reflects an 

(p. 254 IGerman edition, p. 285]). In his view, e O ow-
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. . . . . e that should be expressed in their mutual relationship. It 

ontolog1cal mequahty '.n tihm a1 leadership of the parent and docili ty of the child. 

not necessarily results m t e natur . . . (i aJwa s 

But the eider remains older, preceding the chtld 10 trme or y · . 

th
. f, 1 d' 'or families - as recently proposed by Don Browning _ 

Ane 1c o equa regar " · L' ld · 

. th • f th·s 1·nequa1ity between parents and cm ren. lt mtroduces 

1gnores e umqueness o 1 f . 

a forma], impartial and 'timeless' mora! principle as the moraJ core o . a special and 

· 1 · h . " Equal regard may be a necessary, but not a suffic1ent condition 
umque re at10ns 1p. . . . 

, 1 hild relaa·011ship Parents wil! never be s1bhngs for the1r children 
,or a mature paren -c • , 

even when they come close to them in age. 

Special goods 
The ethics of the parent-child relationship requires a descript ion that takes into account 

its unique character. Tuis ethic will not be convincing as long as it is d~duced from 

other relationships' moral implications. I wil! assist my paren!, not as an mstance of a 

type to whom I have certain general obligations, but in direct response to the particular 

person that he or she is for me - as my pa rent. An equal regard construction, as Bernard 

Williams once put it in defending the moral uniqueness of personal relationships, 

'provides the agent with one thought too many'" (p. 18). Guilt, gratitude, friendship -

they remain anaJogies. Being a child of your parents is something special. 

Tuis means, as Simon KeUer writes, that 'the goods of parenting are unique in kind, 

meaning that there are no other sources, or not many easiJy accessible other sources, 

from which they can be gained. ... For the child, as weU as the parent, there are distinctive 

special goods that comes from the paren! child relationship'15 (pp 265(). In order to 

give a full account of this uniqueness, KeUer then proposes a 'special goods theory' 

of filial obligation. Ground laying in this approach is the distinction made between 

generic goods, which could just as weU be provided by others, and special goods, which 

the parent can receive from no one (or almost no one) but the child, or the child can 

receive from no one (or almost no one) but the parent. MedicaJ care, house cleaning, a 

ride to the shops, financial advice - these are generic goods that need not be provided 

by an adult child, if they can be delivered by others. To the special goods in the parent

child relationship, however, belong: keeping in touch, visiting, sharing time together, 

listening, being present, recaJling memories, seeking advice, making plans, opening up 

one's family life for the other - not with the role and attitude of, for instance, a social 

worker or a good neighbour but precisely as the child of these parents. You provide 

your parents wi th something that they wil.1 not get otherwise, by making them part 

of ~our adulthood._ ~ey may 'experience a sense of continuity and transcendence, a 

feeling that they wil.1, m some resp ect, persist beyond their own deaths. There is also 

a kind of joy, and a kind of wisdom, that comes from a close involvement with the 

~evdopment ?fa person from birth to childhood and beyond' 's (p. 267). These kind of 

famil'. vaJu~s are 1rreplaceable. On the other hand, Keller observes, there is a special 

value m haV1n g a parent from whom you can seek advice (as a paren/) and who shares 
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with you the history of your whole lifesp An . 

P
arent can create a link between your life'sand:ffi ongomg healthy relationship with a 

1 erent stages h l · 
aJI yours. • e pmg to see that they are 

To the special goods of this relationship •al d . 

care for someone's parents implies that a child spekci uties aJso correspond. Good 

h 
ma es sure iliat ge · ds 

provided, althoug that not necessarily by ilie child t11 nenc goo are weU 

Il 
ren emseJves. Oiliers can do iliat 

as we . 
In my opinion, the special goods theory offers • h h 

P
arent- child relationship than the approaches menti· a ndc erlip enomenology of ilie 

• • • • . one ear er, and therefore also 

more convmcmg vmon on fihal obligations. On ilie on h d . b . a 

h · · fi d e an , Il un urdens children 

(rom t e un1ust1 e pressure to do everythino for ilieir p 15 
. 

b b . ( o aren , as some genenc needs 

may also e emg m et and often better) by others Toe care ofchildr , th • 
• · · b · en ,or eir parents 

is pnmanly a carmg a out, nota care for their parents as one ma t -1 ,. 0 .L th 
. . , y pu 1 . n u,e o er 

hand, 1_1 tak~s along, from the pa_rents, the liberty of making urueasonable demands 

on the1r children. They are not Justified to ask them whatever c rr-'-' h 
. . , , e dJ.illy not w en 

it exceeds the1r childrens resources. 'What you should do for your parents depends 

upon what goods y~u are able to generale'" (p. 270). The special goods approach aJso 

acknowledges the d1ffere~ce b~tween children mutua!Jy in !heir care for their parents 

- a common source of ammos1ty among siblings. Children who are not weU placed to 

provide the special goods to ilieir parents are mora!Jy justified to do less than those 

who are better situated to do so. Filial maturity develops, as both parents and children 

learn to see and acknowledge the delicate requirements of their unique relationship. 

But how should we distinguish generic from special goods? KeUer concedes that 

the borderline between them may shift, depending on ilie historicaJ and cuJturaJ 

context. Growing old in an extended famiJy in a poor society differs from ageing in an 

individualizing welfare state. Cultural traditions may also value quite d.ilferently the 

relationship between community and autonomy. Aged parents surrounded by a strong 

social network, a state pension system and good functioning institutions of elderly care 

will be much less justified in their appeal to !heir children's assistance than parents in 

less privileged situations. If any support from the environment is lacking, and chiJdren 

are the only ones to provide their parents with food, safety and shelter, it will be difficult 

to escape their request to also provide the generic goods. In such a case, and ortly then, 

children are required to take the role of Good Samaritan to their parents, as an act of 

charity, no t because of the special relationship that they have with their parents, but 

because of the unique position that they are in, to fulfü their parents' needs (see above 

and Goodin's n eeds theory is relevant here8
) . • • • 

At times in which _ even in developed countries - !here 1s mcreasmg pressure on 

families to take over the entire responsibility for !heir eider members, it is imp~rtant 

to reta in the distinction between special and generic goods and, c~rrespon~gly, 

between filial and communal duties. 'Jt takes ilie whole village to raISe a child, ilie 

African saying goes. It takes a the whole community to care for elderly people is equa!Jy 
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true. Tuis comprehensive approach first of all unburdens the conscience pressure on 

adult children in their care for their parents. They cannot do every thing and should 

not either. But second, it refers locaJ communities and state government to their 

social responsibilities. Elderly care should not be left to fam ilies alone. The special 

goods theory offers a balanced ethical framework for both these filial and communal 

obligations. 

A sustainable future - a theological post-script 

Let me, by way of afterword, add a short theologicaJ reflection that underscores two 

essential features in the ethical relationship between children and parents. First, filial 

duties should not be isolated from other obligations that generations have to one 

an other. Family is one of the institutions that makes a good life for elderly possible, 

not the only one. Next to the families, there is the broader community, next to the 

community there is the state. Only together, in close collaboration, they can provide 

the conditions for the good life. Second, families are more than informal relationships; 

they represent, as an institution, one of the lasting structures that keeps the fabric of 

society together and guarantees its sustainable future. Taken together, it results in the 

claim that good elderly care only can be embedded in a pluralistic theory of institutions 

(compare Walzer17
). 

In some theological traditions, both the pluralistic and institutional elements 

in the reguJation of care between generations were expressed in the concept of the 

'orders of creation'. The recognition of the irreducibility of the family to other social 

structures resulted in its being one of the orders of creation, or rather, to avoid their 

sacralization - as theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer called them - 'divine mandates'18 

(pp 68f, 388-408). The reformer Martin Luther emphasized the necessity that each 

of these different creation orders must be kept within its own borders. None of them 

can do the job of making a good life on its own. (Luther distinguished three ordines, 

Bonhoeffer four mandates, by taking the oeconomia out of the ordo parentum as a 

distinctive mandate, according to their separation in modernity. For a fuller account, 

see De Lange. 19
) 'Confusion here is not healthy [mixtura hic non va/et]'. Bonhoelfer 

continued in the same spirit: 'Only in their being with-one-another [Miteinander], 

for-one-another [FüreinanderJ and over-against-one-another [ Gegeneinander] do the 

divine mandates of church, marriage and family, culture and government communicate 

the commandment of God'. None of these mandates exists self-sufficiently, nor can one 

of them claim to replace all others18 (p. 393). 

Within such a broad framework, adult children cannot be held en tirely responsible 

for the full care oftheir older parents. It is also a specific task for the broader community 

and the state. (1:1e biblical tradition reflects this plurality in responsibilities. The fifth 

commandment 1s no t the only one; looking after the 'widows' _ a term mostly standing 

for the ol_der woman - is another. The community's care for the aged was no t viewed 

as a special and separated task, but should be covered by genera! societal regulations 
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(compare Houtman, 
1 

pp 56, 220ff).) By conside . ( .. 

theological tradition confers them with an e 1. nng ami!tes as a 'divine mandate' the 
• 1 xp 1c1t 1nst1tut1ona/ h 

of the socia structures - among others _ in h· h . c aracter. Family is one 
· d · • w IC proVJdential fi . 

society IS embo 1ed. Children do have their own forma/ r ~:~ 0_r a sustamable 

they have to play thetr specific 'role'. Even if the mutual r::nsibility m the family -

and children is motivated by feelings oflove and afli et· h . onship between parents 
1 d d I e ion, t e IITlpact of ,ts moral t tu 

is acknow e ge on y when families are regarded as instituti tb k 
5 _a 5 

society together. ons at eep the fabnc of 

Finally, a glance at these theological traditions points to anoth f th fili 

1 · h " To · h " 1 er aspecto e al 
r~ at10ns 1p. etr et 1ca perspective is no_t ba~~ards oriented, but 'eschatologically' 

d1rected, towards the future and the sustamability of intergenera•'o al J · h. 
• ak I u n re auons 1ps. 

Th1s m es c ear that the relationship between aged parents and children should be 

~onsidered retros~ectively as the repayment ofa personal indebtedness. To the contrary, 

tt should be seen m the broader, prospective framework of the concern for a humane 

society. In the care for their aged parents, children contribute to a society that shalJ in 

turn treat them with dignity, once they have grown old themselves. 

In an old story a farmer decides that he has no more room at the table for his old 

father who Jives with the family. So he banishes the old man to the barn where the 

father must eat out of a wooden trough. One day the fanner comes across his own 

little son playing in the barnyard with some pieces of wood, and he asks the little boy 

what he is doing. 'Oh , father; replies the boy, Tm making a trough for you to eat from 

when you get old.' After that day, the old man is returned to his place at the family table 

(Moody,5 p. 229) 
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26. Agein_g: travelling from ethics to 
exper1ence based on thought 

On dealing with the management of elderly 
O 

h • _ 
il "il . . . r C rom 

ca y 1 pabents m mtensive care units: the step-by-step 
construction of an analytic framework for clinical thi 
.. tl b c e es 
JOID Y ~t_ween pro1essionals and ethics researchers 

Dom m1que Jacquemin, Olivier Nuttens and colleagues 

Summary 
Context and methodology 
Research timeline and topics addressed 
Emergence of the notion of a 'disconnect' and joint construction of a frame
work 
Presentation of the framework 
First evaluation 
Conclusions: a framework to test and evaluate 

In this chapter, our aim is to highlight, through a new analysis of an experiment in 
clinical ethics, the capacity of professionals, supported by a team of researchers in 

ethics, to adopt a framework for clinical-ethical analysis initially structured around 

ethica] concepts and queslions at the contextual level in order to reformulate them, 

in the light of their own clinical experience, in terms related to their practice. Tuis 

approach opens up not only a pragmatic understanding of ethics but also questioning 

hased on iterative interaction between professionals and ethics researchers. 
Among others, we based ourselves on the pragmatic approach developed by -~are 

Maesschalck, 1 with the aim of showing how a clinical ethica! methodology, m1ttally 

Pro d b . h" all d l'nical professionals to transform 
pose y a group of researchers met 1cs, owe c 1 . 

their work; this was done by tak.ing into account a subjective appr?ach i~corp~rated 
i t h - all - fi of collect1ve traimng m the 
n ° t e1r practice to transform it gradu Y mto a orm . . •th th I tte 
id ·fi ' li d h hintheirpractice,wi e a r 

enti cationandexpressionofdisconnects ve I roug . d ·th professional 
he · d" f th issues assooate wt 

coming a means of ethica! understan mg O e . al • f 'disconnects'. Tuis 
pr r , r · al ethJCal an ys1s o 

ac 1ce, expressed in a framework ,or c uuc h' th context for the joint work 
contr · b · • . , Aft er sketc mg e . 

f 
I ution ts structured 111 ,our steps. th d looy applied, we provtde a 

0 the 1· · · . h and the me O O " 

b 
c 1mc1ans and eth1cs researc ers 'd ntified that we go on to 

ri f . . d ·th the themes i e 
e hmeline of the approach assoc1ate wi f 'disconnect: its emergence, 

consider. In the third part, we consider the concepkt o alf After a first evaluation of 
11s 5· .6 

. h f amewor 1tse • 
tgm cance, as weU as presenting t e r 
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